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NEWS UPDATE
Editorial

Imber Court. Wilf Finbow and John Bourton were
joined by 77 other Old Dubs in watching England
It must be my age but 2008 seems to have flown by versus the Springboks. The atmosphere was fantastic
without a summer and into recession. Maybe a and the food and drink excellent fare for expectant
slower economy will give rise to a slower lifestyle. rugby fans.
Did I hear the word b------s! from the ranks?
Although we only publish one newsletter a year I Dick Moody
often think by mid summer that we will be short of
copy and advise my fellow Trustees that the next
issue may take us back to a simple double sided A4.
Number 14 was a bumper 16 pager and set new
challenges if we were to keep our readership happy.
As always however September-October things
gathered momentum due to the return from holidays and an awakening among recipients of grants
from the Memorial Trust. Grantees are required to
send in reports on how they used the funds allocated to them. The Trustees of the Memorial Trust
stress that if you receive funding we will expect a
report before a second or third grant is awarded.
This issue publishes the reports of Aimee Woods,
Olivia Liddiard and Frankie Snare all three have
Reg Sparkes
used the grants to travel abroad. Aimee to France
(1928-2008)
and Olivia and Frankie visiting Ghana. Strangely
girls are much more diligent than the boys.
This edition of the newsletter pays tribute to the
I am currently trying to finalise the compilation and memory of Reg Sparkes, Harry Shillingford and
printing of a book written by the staff of Wendy Eastwood. We should also note that Reg was
Wandsworth School in the 1960’s under the title of one of the original Trustees for the Memorial Ground
‘From Grammar to Comprehensive’. Les Herbert in Claygate.
played a major role in getting the text from fading
foolscap to Word but the celebrity status will be left Reg was meticulous by habit and as a former player,
to the men and women who were involved in one of Chairman and President of the club I remember the
the great educational ‘experiments’ of the 20th records he kept of who played in the various sides, in
Century. When you read the book, or at least down- what position and how many tries they scored. His
load a pdf of it, you will be made aware of the com- legacy included the commitment of his sons Michael
mitment and enthusiasm our teachers had for a uni- and Graham who grew up having the ground in
Claygate as a garden to play in at weekends. As with
versal education for all.
all Old Dub’s who leave us he will be greatly missed.
Recently several former staff of the School attended the Trustees Lunch on the 22nd of November at Dick Moody
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History of Old Wandsworthians RFC - Part 2
In an earlier article on the founding of the Old
Wandsworthians’ Association and of its major
sports section, the rugby football club, I set
down the history as passed to me on my joining
in 1946. I left the story at about 1950, with the
club in its early seasons following the end of the
Second World War.

Old Wandsworthians 1948

As I write, I have opened the fixture card for the
season 1948-1949. It reminds me that, after the
club had spent a brief time at Marble Hill,
Twickenham, it had moved on to more permanent facilities. We were now in Hampton Court
Park (known as Home Park) Hampton Wick.
Directions are given in this fixture card as “Train
(Southern Railway) to Kingston station, then
602 trolleybus (1½ pence) to changing facilities
(and teas) at Kingston Baths. Ground in Home
Park by Kingston Bridge”. By the end of the season, better changing facilities had been found at
the White Hart public house facing the park and
Kingston Bridge.

permanent home. Thanks to Arthur Dicker caring for
the park staff each Christmas, we were able to take possession of the vacated pitch.
Until this good fortune, we were having difficulty finding a pitch for our burgeoning third XV and, eventually
for the fourth team. In early and late season, we had
coped by kicking off in our 1st XV or A XV game at
2:15pm, with the Extra A XV taking over at
3:45pm. This arrangement enabled our
impatient junior team on the touch line to
support us in the main game, and thereafter
many a weary senior player stayed on to
support the third team.
As was the case with many a junior XV, the
Ex A XV was likely to be short of a player
or two, indeed so would be the visitors as
well. Step forward Bill Forester, Tom
Boucher, and myself among others, to offer
our services to the Ex A XV, even to fill
gaps in the opposition’s ranks. But the junior skipper
would already have been alerted that he had a few 1st
XV players to call upon. This enabled him to give, in an
act of generosity (!), one or two of his team to the opposition in a levelling-up exercise.
To play in two successive games was becoming the
norm for some of us during the early and late days of
each season.

We were now happily established in the changing facilities at the rear of the White Hart, albeit that they were
on the small side. Mr Codrington, the proprietor of the
inn, also provided the traditional rugby teas in his
upstairs dining room, and was naturally more than
happy that we chose to entertain our visitors in his
Our one pitch in the park could be considered an lounge bar every long Saturday evening.
“all-weather” facility, and was envied by all our
visitors. It never got wet, never froze, despite the Neighbouring us at the White Hart was a second park,
bitter winters, and never had long grass, thanks Bushy Royal Park. During World War 2, it had been
to the grazing animals – the deer, the sheep and General Eisenhower’s headquarters (SHAEF) for the
the rabbits. We learned to keep our mouths planning of Operation Overlord, the invasion of
closed when at the bottom of a ruck. Opponents Normandy. In these early post-war years, it continued to
found out the hard way when ingesting their first be an American Air Force base. The White Hart lounge
was a watering hole for some of the Yanks, and only
sheep dropping!
their neater leisure-wear (British clothes rationing had
KCS Old Boys, our neighbours on the adjoin- only just ended in 1949), their hair style or their choice
of music on the juke-box, marked out their presence.
ing and larger pitch, soon moved on to their
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Above: Club line-up 1952-53

Wandsworthians. With the full support of the
headmaster, H Raymond King, we of the Rugby
Club were able to persuade the trustees to earmark the monies for a Memorial Sports Ground
of our own.

Ist Team 1952-53

In these early years at the White Hart, we had
the urge to broaden our social activities and
thereby to raise still more money for the
Memorial Fund. I had the dubious honour of
being the first official fundraiser. In those days
well before scratch cards, we sold football sweep
tickets, punch boards (I won’t try to explain them!) and any
other profit making gimmick. These helped swell the fund’s
coffers which were growing significantly year by year, augmenting the monies accruing from the School Fetes. We were
on target to achieve our ambition to play on our own sports
fields within a decade.

It was not long before the wartime alliance
took a step closer when Bob Hubble, an
American airman, took a shine to Stan
Harrison’s sister, Margaret. She had a
boyfriend, but we gained a running halfback
who introduced the torpedo throw to Old
Boys’ rugby years before Pete Dawkins What was happening to the Wandsworthians on the field of
made it famous in the 1959 Varsity game. play? Results were superb, particularly in the senior sides.
Membership grew steadily and a fourth XV soon appeared
There was now a feeling of permanence regularly. These factors made the Fixture Secretary’s job
about our occupation of Home Park and the much easier, as clubs of a similar strength were pleased to
White Hart. We, however, still envied those offer us regular fixtures. We were now travelling to the Old
clubs with ground ownership and dreamed Hertfordians, Old Westcliffians, Old Cantabrigians, Old
of the day when we might become one our- Albanians, Old Dartfordians, Old Fullerians (Watford) and
selves.
Barking Park OB.
Soon after the cessation of hostilities in
1945, the School, the Staff, the Parents’
Association, the Lodge and the Old Boys
had established a Memorial Fund to provide
a permanent tribute to the fallen
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District and town sides were growing in strength alongside the
Old Boys teams. Though our card was, in the main, populated
with the Old Boys’ teams, we had about six fixtures each year
with the district clubs. Staines became our regular Boxing Day
fixture, kicking off at eleven o’clock!
3

At 10.30pm - yes, that was “Time, gentlemen
please!” in Wandsworth in those days - we
ran for the 655 trolleybus to Putney to supper
at Mario’s Italian restaurant. The last bus
back to Wandsworth left soon after midnight,
so another half an hour walk, still lugging a
bag of kit, was the usual end to the long day.
We knew that one day with car ownership,
and with our own clubhouse as a magnet, all
this would change, but in many ways would
not be bettered.

A Team 1953

It was hardly worth going to bed on Christmas
Day. Among other district and non-old boys clubs
we faced were Chelmsford, Letchworth, Chingford,
Slough, Warlingham, Mill Hill and 3 District Met
Police.
For most members, these early post war years were
hard economic times. The migration out to a house
in leafy Surrey with a car to cover the added miles
was yet to arrive. Most players still lived in the boroughs close to Wandsworth School. And so journeys
to the most distant clubs by coach became the norm,
with Southfields Station or Wandsworth High Street
our departure points.

In this early post-war period we were well
led by Reg Finch and then Ken Dore, newly
returned after a spell with Richmond. Derek Finch,
a strong captain, who had had a year in charge
before a brief career move to Scotland, took up the
reins once again. Strong players, such as Tom
Boucher and Bill Forrester, ensured that the good
results continued despite the strengthening of the
fixtures. The junior sides were in the capable hands
of the long-serving Peter Bull and Ron Duncan.

Almost all of the members of the club had experienced life in the armed services, in the war or in
National Service, and many in the wartime London.
Their capabilities, thus learnt, ensured that we had a
pool of talent that not only took us from a two team
club to one of five sides, but, come the time, would
plan and build a sports ground and its clubhouse
For a variety of reasons, matches in the near distant with the minimum of professional help.
London suburbs were often journeyed to by London
Transport. It would lead to a long day, leaving home Bob Hammond
at about 11.30 am. I recall the long walk to
Southfields Station to be there by midday. Stan
Harrison and Jimmy Lyon would be called for en
route. After a half hour wait for stragglers and to
sort out any last minute cry-offs, the bulk of the two
teams left for a long, tortuous journey – for example, to Chigwell to face the Police District or the Old
Cooperians.
There was a benefit to be had from a virtually carless membership. We played as a team, we travelled
as a team, and most returned late as the nucleus of
the team that had left some eight or so hours earlier.
Our return route would be via Waterloo to Clapham
Junction so that we could join the patrons in the East
Hill Hotel public house for a further couple of hours
of carousing around the piano. No jukebox had yet
reached this outpost.
OW’s Newsletter No. 15
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IN MEMORYOF:
During the last year we have lost several friends and loved ones who contributed greatly to the life and very
existence of the Old Wandsworthians. When I first joined the Club in 1962 I remember Reg Sparkes and
Harry Shillingford from the annual School versus Club games that took place in Old Deer Park. Both represented all that was and is still good about the Old Dubs - friendship and a warm welcome to newcomers.
Families have played an important role in our success over the years and the families of Reg, Harry and
Wendy Eastwood were fundamental to a Club that was determined to have a ground of it’s own with a
unique social environment.

Reg Sparkes
Reg Sparkes was a true Wandsworthian in more ways than one. Born in Putney in1928, he went on to live
within a drop kick of Wandsworth his entire life.
He went to Hotham Junior School where he
obtained a Junior County Scholarship which
gained entry to Wandsworth Grammar School. He
started there in 1940 just about the same time
something else kicked off; the Blitz. The school
was temporarily relocated to Woking and his education was somewhat disrupted. However, as far as
excuses for not doing your homework go, an air
raid was probably quite a good one.
Two years National service followed in 1946 in
Lossiemouth Scotland, the only significant time he
lived away from the Putney/Wandsworth area.
Reg Sparkes 1928-2008
Early in the nineteen fifties, he was press ganged
into playing his first game of rugby for the Old Wandsworthians. He didn’t need to be asked again and that
chance game was to have a significant bearing on his subsequent life. He played rugby for the next 30 or
so years ending up retiring at 51 after a final few years in the Babes (the vets' side), one of 5 sides that the
OWs could regularly field in the seventies.

Reg started off on the Wing and graduated via the Back Row to Prop as time
impacted on shape and speed. He was a fairly prolific try scorer and got 20+
tries in a season on more than one occasion.
He played most of his early rugby in the A, being captain for a number of
years. Later he had a long spell in a successful Babes side, reunited with a lot
of the friends and players he had started with two or three decades previously. Around that time Reg, brother Ted and two sons Mike and Graham all
played in the same victorious OWs team against Tiffs.
Playing was only one part of Reg’s involvement in the club. He watched more
games than most played. He supported the Sevens teams and watched those
great Sunday Surrey Cup games. He watched most weeks from the day he
Reg Sparkes1952-1953
hung up the boots until he was about seventy. I think it is safe to say that he
played in or supported well over a 1,000 OW games. One of his proudest OW moments was watching the
Sevens Team walk out at Twickenham in the Middlesex sevens and of course winning a match and getting
through to the last 8 where they gave eventual winners St Lukes College a pretty good game.
OW’s Newsletter No. 15
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He had a particular link with the school intake that joined in the seventies because they were contemporaries of ours. He ferried some directly from the school games in the morning to the OW games in the afternoon and many a new OW without car benefited from the lifts always on offer.
His involvement didn’t stop
there, however! If he wasn’t
playing Saturdays, he was at
selection Monday evenings
and training Wednesday
evenings. In summer it was
working parties; building the
first clubhouse at The
Memorial
Ground
in
Claygate, manning the tractor, digging ditches, servicing
the boiler – doing whatever
was required.

Wandsworthians and Egham Hollowwegians hold a minutes silence for Reg Sparkes

He also ran a fete stall every
year at the School Fete and
did similar activities for the
Royal Hospital on West Hill,
Projects for the Blind and
Victim Support. He gave
more than he took from life.

Reg had many lifelong friends at the Club, many he went on to play golf, bowls and generally socialize with
after the rugby finished. The Old Wandsworthians was a major part of his and our lives and he valued greatly the friends he made there. As the word of Reg’s passing has spread through the OW world wide network,
wife June has been touched by the numbers who have taken time to send messages and make calls of condolence from their widely dispersed locations.
It was great to see so many people from down the years at the Memorial Service and the floral tributes from
both Rugby Club and Association were very much appreciated.
Michael and Graham Sparkes

Trust Fund Applications
Application Forms for grants from the Memorial Trust Fund can be obtained by downloading from our website (see below) or
by post from David Pollard (Secretary), 21 The Ridge, Worcester Park, Surrey. KT4 8UD. Further information on the Trust
may be obtained from Bob Andrews (Chairman) Swiss Cottage, Nower Road, Dorking, Surrey. RH4 3BX.

Old Wandsworthian Websites
Memorial Trust:www.old-wandsworthians-trust.com
Wandsworthians RFC http://www.rfu.com/clubs
Old Wandsworthians Association. A site managed by: tony_watts@blueyonder.co.uk
Old Wandsworthians :wandsworthians.org.uk is managed by jim.carpenter@wandsworthians.org.uk
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Wendy Eastwood
Wendy Eastwood was the wife of Pete Eastwood a former Head Boy at Wandsworth School and a committed Old Wandsworthian. Wendy was once one of the ‘rugby mums’ of a rapidly developing Old W’s in
the early sixties into the seventies. Those were the days when everyone picked up shovel and spade or
hammer and nails to build our very own clubhouse in. Mums catered for perspiring husbands and coworkers and also entertained a host of noisy children.
Wendy was always buoyant and a focal point for laughter and joy. In their private lives outside the influence of the Old Wandsworthians Peter and Wendy were deeply religious people and the beliefs and their
happiness together gave strength and presence to their children Simon, Claire, Jon and Tim.
Many of us had children of our own in those days and it was quite common for them to share the same
schools or turn up to local school sports days in the Kingston area. Somewhat sadly Tim and my son
James were Tiffinians and I think that I played against Tim well into my gerontic phase of a long sporting
life.
Wendy was also a beacon during her long illness and she drew strength from her church and family. There
hope that she was in recession from cancer but sadly it came back with a vengeance. This news came as a
great shock to the family and Wendy had to stay on in Great Western Hospital, Swindon, although she
was always pleased to receive calls and text messages on her mobile.
Wendy passed away on Thursday 3rd January due the recurrence of her breast cancer. Her committal took
place at Kingsdown Crematorium after a Thanksgiving Service for her life at St John’s Church, Haydon
Wick, Swindon.
A reception was held at the Blunsdon House Hotel and a very large number of friends and family gathered
to share memories of a well loved mother and friend. Among these were a large number of Old
Wandsworthians.
Dick moody

John Arthur Lally
1943-2008
Born in Woking in 1943, John lived in Southfields for many years, attending Wandsworth Grammar School
from the age of 11. John was an outstanding scholar, which led to his well-deserved appointment as Head
Boy in 1960. During these years, he gained many O and A levels, and music became his number one love,
as apart from playing rugby, sport was not to be enjoyed.
John’s interest in music naturally resulted in him joining the Wandsworth School Choir, where he was a distinguished alto, performing many solos at various concerts. Many of his colleagues will fondly remember
his performance as the ‘roasting swan’ in Carl Orff’s Carmina Burana. John was also an accomplished actor
and he featured in many of the school plays, notably The Caucasian Chalk Circle.
Although he attended the Guildhall School of Music for voice training, John decided that teaching was to
be his career route, and he went to Manchester University to obtain a degree. He started his teaching at
Watford College, but found life very dull, as there was no scope for his musical talents. So he went on to
Twickenham, where he was often to be seen in some riotous musical programme, often slightly the worse
for wear. His final years of teaching were at Crawley, where he made many friends, but alas, mass redundancy forced him out.
OW’s Newsletter No. 15
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Throughout this time, John was a staunch member of the St.Paul’s Church choir at Wimbledon Park, and
continued this through to become choirmaster for many years.
Sadly, in 1989, he suffered a major heart attack, and never
went back to teaching, but used his strengths to help people
quit smoking, having been a heavy smoker himself. This all
came to an abrupt end, when, six months after moving to
Sussex in 2002, John suffered a stroke and his life had to be readjusted, and he was always frustrated at not being able to continue his singing. Holidays were always a priority and Cyprus
beckoned him annually, even this year with the help of a wheel
chair.
John joined Seaford Head Probus Club, where he made many
friends and enjoyed the lunch meetings. He became Chairman
of the Seaford Wine Club, and tasted as many wines as he
could lay his hands on! Glyndbourne became his second home
in summer, and he saw every possible opera performed – complete with his Pimms and smoked salmon sandwiches.
John had many special qualities, he was loyal to the choir, had
a great sense of humour, and an amazing personality which
endeared him to all who knew him.
John will always be remembered by his partner, Sue, for
two simple words – ‘walk and work’ – neither was in his
vocabulary in latter years – walking was a waste of time
and work was for other people. Everyone will have their
own fond memories. John lived a rich, full, interesting
life, but sadly suffered bad health – he will be sadly
missed by a great many people.
Ray Pritchard

CD’s on exhibition at recent reunion

H.S. (Harry) Shillingford
(13/7/1925 -29/3/2008)
Harry went to Sutherland Grove in 1936. When the school was evacuated he went to Woking and was eventually billeted at Sutton Place, where as a senior boy with Don Rushton, he helped run a group of twenty
boys. In 1943 he was called up to the Royal Navy, ending his service as a RADAR Petty Officer. He served
with the Meteorology Office and the National Coal Board. During which time he invented an acoustic
methanometer which was used as a safety device in mines all over the world. He was a long time member
of O.W.R.F.C. and An Old Lag till the end. Following his funeral at Hanworth on 10-3-08, shares in Youngs
and Fullers were lifted by a surge in sales.
Peter Shillingford
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WANDSWORTH SCHOOL CHOIR REUNION
6 October 2008
The seventh reunion of the choir was held as usual on the first Saturday in October the fixed date we now have for our annual event.There was a good turn out this year,
with seven 'old boys' attending for the first time. In total, there were 43 ex-choir
members present, plus another 8 `other halves' pushing the total to 51. It was
encouraging to see the seven new faces; very few we recognised after so many years!
They had found out about the reunions via several different routes and one of the
most coincidental was when I found myself sitting next to an ex-Wandsworth 'choirboy' who was also singing in a memorable performance of the Verdi Requiem in
Guildford Cathedral in July. Russell Burgess would certainly have been very pleased
to know that the work he prepared the Philharmonic Chorus for under Giuliani back
in the 60's, had reunited two of his ex-pupils over 40 years later.

Those Present

Kevin Attwell
John Bourton
Jonathan Bourton
Chris Cheek
Graham Day
Peter Eastwood
Keith Eldridge
Wilf Finbow
Barry Francis
Ken Gerry
Last year, we had a power cut just as we sat down to eat and we were reduced to old- David Gibson
fashioned-candlepower. Electricity was not the problem this year, but modern
Steve Hattersley
technology nearly caused another major hitch. Earlier in the year, I changed my
Ron Hollis
e-mail address and duly notified everyone on my address book. A few days before the Jim Hughes
reunion, friends and relatives began quizzing me about a forthcoming event - some
David Hyde
obviously miffed that they had been left out. It would appear that one or two `old
Jenny Hyde
boys' had clicked on 'reply to all' and the whole of my address book received their
Martin Jacobs
apologies. There is something to be said for snail mail after all.
Brian Johnston
Chris Jolly
Thanks as usual were expressed to the Old Wandsworthians Memorial Trust for the
Robin Jones
grant that we receive. It helps enormously with the finances required in running the
Chris Lacey
reunions.
John Lally
Martin Lince
Everyone said how much they enjoy the reunions and we can now look forward to
Mary Lince
the next get-together on 3rd October 2009.
Richard Long
Peter Love
Ray Pritchard
Pat Morgan
David Munden
Mark Painter
Anne Painter
Memory Lane
Geoff Park
Graham Preston
Searching for the Wandsworth School Choir on Firefox
Ray Pritchard
indicates that a number of the works recorded by the Choir
Brian Sawyer
have been re-recorded or re-issued during the last decade. The
Fred Shaub
sleeve shown here is of “Mendelssohn’s: Elijah”.
Andv Smetham
Rob Smith
Benjamin Britten’s War Requiem played by the New
Nigel Spearing
Philharmonia Orchestra conducted by Carlo Maria
Mark Stevens
Giulini and Benjamin Britten was recorded on the 6th
John Tobin
of
Geoff Wake
April 1969 Royal Albert Hall London). According to
Alan
Woods
the BBC Music Magazine (Jan-2001) and the
Ian York
Gramophone Editor's Choice 'this 1969 live performance has not been bettered - it has great conviction: the
drama and the tragedy are powerfully conveyed.'.
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Don’t Cry For Me Argentina
By Halina Watts
This is a message to all the old boys about my year abroad in Argentina which you helped to fund. On 31st
July 2007 I flew 2000 miles to the Latino metropolis that is Buenos Aires. This was the commencement of
my third year of Comparative American Studies at the University of Warwick, which involved going to
somewhere in the Americas. On arrival, I was greeted by some frantic Argentines and a very cold winter
morning. After understanding that Air France had lost my luggage I made my way to a man who was holding my name in his hand. He seemed slightly grumpy and was talking to me so fast, all in Spanish, so it
was a bit bewildering. This was the start of my voyage into the enigmatic and vibrant world of Spanish
America.
I spent my first month with a lovely family; Yoyi, a political adviser, her studious son Amaro and their fat
cat Tomasa. I remember the first day I got there and my grasp of the Spanish language left much to be
desired. All these words were being thrown at me and I felt like I had turned into a dithering drip as I spent
much of my time nodding, grunting and generally trying to fill in the awkward silences.
When Spanish classes began things started to improve and I became acquainted with the rest of the gang
from my course that had also chosen the Argentine route. The official structure of the year goes like thiswe were to have five months of Spanish classes at the University of Buenos Aires, then we could choose
to enrol at the University for academic courses and the rest of the time we had the opportunity to travel.
My chosen route went something like this: I stayed in Buenos Aires for 7 months, then travelled from the
heights of La Paz, Bolivia to the swamps of the Amazon, to the house of Pablo Neruda in Chile, the wonderful spectacle that is Macchu Picchu and finally to the shores of Brazil and the hidden treasures in Central
America.
This is a very condensed version of all that happened in what I believe was the most exhilarating and exciting year of my life. So here is a recount of some of the best bits:
In my mind, Buenos Aires is synonymous with beef, tango and great nights out. The Portenos, as the people of Buenos Aires are commonly called, have an eye for some of the great joys in life. I enjoyed countless meals feasting on the best beef in the world, with a glass of delicious home made wine while watching a tango show - all done on a very tight budget. The tango is a song and dance filled with sadness and
intense emotion. It is the soundtrack to the Argentine capital and a reflection on the city’s history and politics which has endured a turbulent and often violent time. In essence, the passion of this art embodies the
Porteno people and much of the time I spent there.
Rio de Janeiro was definitely a highlight. Thanks to one of our Brazilian friends we stayed right in the centre of the city, and enjoyed the annual carnival in all its glory. With Jesus, The Redemptor watching over
the city, the beautiful beaches and jungle territory provided the perfect backdrop to the bustling
cosmopolitan area at a magical time.
Macchu Picchu is a different thing all together. While Rio de Janeiro is a modern feast for the eyes, the Inca
Trail is steeped in ancient tradition. Trekking for three days, we walked 25 miles and encountered some of
the wonders of the world; sacred sites, breathtaking views and a brief insight into the history and culture of
an empire that is no more.
Time

spent in Buenos Aires was not all fun and games. Volunteering for a non- governmental organisation
called LIFE became a central feature of my life in the city. The NGO provides educational and recreational programmes for children in various shantytowns on the outskirts of the city.
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I spent a considerable amount of time in one called Ciudad Oculta which means ‘Hidden City’. Here people live in shacks made out of corrugated iron, cardboard and plastic covers while others live in slightly
more substantial dwellings made from an assortment of brick, wood and canvas. Drug addiction and illiteracy is high. Ultimately, Ciudad Oculta is a microcosm of the vast gap between rich and poor, and the intrinsic inequalities present in developing countries. This area and the people that reside there became of great
affection to me and subsequently I decided to conduct an ethnographic study about it for my dissertation.
Living in Buenos Aires and travelling through Latin America, I have developed significantly as a person. I
now view Buenos Aires as a second home and somewhere that I could see myself living once again. I have
made life long friendships and memories that I hold very close to my heart. My experiences have given me
the independence and courage to see through my dreams and now I am on the path to fullfilling them. This
is what the Old Boys have contributed to and I thank you very much.

Above and right: Two views of of Buenos Aires

Above: Palacio in Buenos Aires
Below: Student procession
With Friends outside the University

Halina and Tony Watts
OW’s Newsletter No. 15
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My Year In France
Aimee Woods
I am now in my final year at Warwick University studying French and History. Last
year I was required to spend a year in France either teaching, working or studying. I chose to teach English to primary school children in Nice.
I thoroughly enjoyed my year away and although the teaching was hard at times I
found it very rewarding. I was placed in 3 schools, with 10 classes and over 250 children, so there were a lot of names to learn! The children were aged between seven
and eleven and were always enthusiastic about their English classes as they loved hearing about our culture
and way of life. I was normally left alone with the children, which at times proved tough, especially when
they laughed whilst you were trying to tell them off in French and were making mistakes. However, it was
hard to say goodbye to them, (well most of them!) and I have received lots of cards
from them since the academic year has re-commenced which is lovely.
Through living in France for an extended period of time it has allowed me to experience the French way of life and their culture. I found that while I study French at
university and am able to converse in French, there really is no substitution for living in a country and immersing oneself in the culture for improving not only language but a better understanding of the country.
I was extremely lucky to find an apartment only three minutes away from the beach
near the ‘Promenade des Anglais’. I was very fortunate with the weather and my
friends and I had our last swim in November! We could start swimming again in
April, so between November and April I had to find another activity! I did not
realise before living in Nice that it is only an hour and a half away from the nearest
ski resort so we spent many weekends trying to master skiing!
There were many different events in Nice during my year there. One of the most exciting was the infamous
Carnival. The theme for the carnival was ‘King of the Rats’. The carnival lasts for a month with different
parades along the Promenade and around the old town. However, the final week and especially the final
weekend of the carnival were spectacular.
There was a flower parade in which about two hundred floats were completely covered in flowers, it was
really amazing. There was then a more traditional parade in which different schools had contributed to the
floats. The carnival lasts for a month with different parades along the Promenade and around the old town.
However, the final week and especially the final weekend of the carnival were spectacular. There was a
flower parade in which about two hundred floats were completely covered in flowers, it was really
amazing.
There was then a more traditional parade in which different schools had contributed
to the floats; unfortunately my schools were not involved. On the final night of the
carnival, the King of the Carnival (the cat pictured above) was taken into the sea and
then set alight. This is a tradition which is meant to depict the King being returned
to ashes to allow him to be resurrected the following year. There was then a
fantastic fireworks display over the sea which was wonderful.
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An additional highlight of my year abroad was a trip to Corsica with four friends.
We hired a car and got the ferry from Nice to Bastia. We then drove along the
coastal road down to the port at Ajaccio where we got the ferry back. The views
were breathtaking; however the roads were something of a challenge and as I was
the only person able to drive it often proved tricky!
Through living in France I now feel ready to go into my final year equipped with
a more rounded attitude to the language and country as a whole. This I believe
will aid my performance in the French side of my degree.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Trustees for their support during
my years at Warwick.
Oh I nearly forgot! The highlight of my entire year away? Watching a certain
semi-final world cup game in a French bar…!
Aimee Woods

A huge Ghanaian thank- you, MEDA ASE!
In early September 2007 I stood at Gatwick airport with my rucksack on my back, hand luggage on my front
and tears in my eyes as I waved goodbye to my parents knowing I wasn’t going to see them for the next six
months, my Ghanaian adventure was about to begin and what a fantastic adventure it turned out to be!
It’s incredibly difficult to put into words how
grateful I am to the Old Wandsworthians
Trustees for helping me have an unforgettable
six months.
The children at the Kumasi’s Roman Catholic
Girls School were truly energetic, uplifting
and exciting; there wasn’t a day that went by
that we didn’t have a smile on our faces,
despite the fact that they have a 9 hour day
with only a 45 minute break split into two
periods during the day, starting at 6.30 am and
not finishing until 3.30pm.
Education is extremely important to them
Smiling, happy pupils and Olivia Liddiard
‘have sex with your book and give birth to
success’ was the extreme phrase that was planted around the school. My headmistress, Madam Augustina
and the teachers at the school were very enthusiastic to make a change, which was great to see and hear. I
visited some schools where the staff fell asleep on their desks, missed lessons to go and get their hair done
and refused to mark books. School life was lot different than I thought it would be, it was hard to walk into
a class room and teach with very little resources. The class rooms were bare; the children were drained from
the heat so trying to make class fun and exciting was a challenge, but as a team we worked together. My
favourite task was when we had class teams and games, the first team to read the passage and answer all
the questions correctly won.
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We did spelling competitions, drama, poetry,
art and when we learnt new words we put
actions to them to help them remember, like
the meaning of ‘trudge’. School life was
where I felt happiest and leaving was one of
the hardest things I’ve ever had to do, I even
went in the day I flew because I couldn’t bear
saying goodbye. I know I will return to the
school and continue to help them whilst I am
in the UK. One way I am planning to do this
is to raise money for the children to help put
them through Form 3; by paying for their end
of year exams, I wil try my hardest with the
support of family and friends to get them
resources to help them revise, not just for the
children but for the teachers as well to help them help the children in learning to retain the information
they have learnt throughout the year for their exams. It only costs £26.31 to sponsor a child for a year,
which would pay for everything they needed, the break down of the costs are as follows:
School levy= GH10.00
Mock exams= GH 6.00
End of term exams= GH1.50 per term (3 terms = GH4.50)
Picture for registration= GH2.00
Class fee's= GH6.00 per term (3 terms= GH18.00)
Final end of year main exams= GH9.50
Total= GH50.00 (£26.31 with the exchange rate of 1.9.)
If anyone would be happy to help or would like
anymore information on the matter, then please
contact me, my email is,
ladyoliviarose@hotmail.co.uk .
It was very strange to be called ‘Madam Olivia’
just after leaving school myself or ‘Yaa
Asantewaa’ as the teachers loved to call me.
They said I was now a Ghanaian so I deserved a
Ghanaian name, unfortunately though the name
represents the great warrior woman who led the
men to war against the British.
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One thing I found astonishing was how proud they are of
their uniform and what they have, every day they come in
clean and smart in their white uniforms. It still baffles me
how they do it when I couldn’t even manage to get to school
on a tro without a bit of dirt of my clothes, but I guess I
didn’t have the fear of being caned. They still believe in
corporal punishment in Ghana but by the end of my stay, in
one school at least, it was reduced, ‘Madam Olivia says
“no”‘. Madam Augustina was keen to stop it, so I tried to
give her other was of disciplining, like extra work and
detentions for example.
I went to visit a few of my students and their
homes and tried to put myself in their shoes and
live a day of their life. Most of them would wake
at 5am to help with chores around the compound,
get to school and clean the school, have a full day
of school and then go home to do more work.
There is nothing for them to do to enjoy themselves or to expand their creativity. When I mentioned that word in class I only got blank faces
back, they didn’t know what it was because their
so used to copying things out of a text book and
very rarely do they get the chance to express their
own opinions and skills. This is why I tried to
incorporate more class debates and tasks where
Olivia with her students

they had to form their own opinion, I noticed their
improvement mostly in their Christmas exam, getting the highest average in Form 2, and they made
me very proud!
I tried to ring my parents as and when I could and
dad was always stunned how clear the line was,
after his hesitation on the phone registering who I
was and where I was. One unforgettable memory I
had was around Christmas time when I was teaching the girls some Christmas carols and I rung dad,
my class was so excited to hear his voice on loud
speaker and we all sung ‘The 10 days of Christmas’.
I know he really enjoyed it and so did I, being away from family at Christmas was very hard considering I
was the only white person in my village, you cant help but feel a bit lonely sometimes, which made the
arrival of my mum on boxing day so much better!
I hit the jackpot with my host family; they were very welcoming and were always making sure I was ok.
They included me in their life like I had always been there and were always keen to get me to attend church
and weddings with them, as well as pound fufu with them. Fufu is a mixture of boiled plantain and yams,
pounded until it’s like a sticky dough almost; its one of the Ghanaian specialities, but not one for the
Obruni’s (person from the horizon) if they don’t have strong stomachs!
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Working at the orphanage was sad. Trying to nurture children who had been given away by their parents,
mainly because they were unable to financially support them was hard. The people there stole my heart, I
loved sitting talking to the friends that I made, listening to their stories and how religion helps them keep
faith alive.
The children were nothing but amazing. At times I
was scared when handling children with disabilities, I
was afraid I would hurt them and give them more
pain, so I tried to find ways of making them happy,
‘head, shoulders, knees and toes’ was their favourite.
Especially Faustina. She was three years old and had
water on the brain. Most of the time she cried in pain,
but hearing her laugh and seeing her smile was
heaven.

Olivia and children at the orphanage

Frances was a little boy I cared for, he was HIV
positive and came to the orphanage to build strength
and get an education, I saw him a couple of weeks
before I left with his mum and nothing could of made
me happier.
There were many interesting people there and I could
sit here writing about them for ages, all the funny and
sad things that happened, but then I could be here
forever.
Oliver Liddiard
(Part 2 to follow)

Taking Tennis to Ghana
Frankie Snare
On 12th January this year, I set off on the start of my gap year travels, not knowing what life held in store
for me for the next seven months; I was planning to spend three months coaching tennis in Ghana, followed
by four months on a round the world trip.
My gap year adventures ultimately turned out to be some of the best life experiences I have ever had and
probably will ever have!
When I arrived in Ghana, I was working with young boys aged between 7-14 years old to develop their
tennis skills.Although they had very few skills and not exactly the best quality equipment available to them,
some of them were amazingly talented players and really committed to playing their chosen sport and
improving their skill level.
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I was living in a town called Teshie, which was about a 45 minute tro-tro ride outside of Accra. For the
majority of my time there, I was working in Accra Tennis Club, but I also spent quite a few weeks up in the
mountains living in a village called Begoro, which was about a five hour and very cramped and uncomfortable tro-tro ride from Accra! Begoro was a much less developed village with a lot less on offer, but every
day the boys would come straight up from school, singing and whistling, and head straight to the court to
get all the equipment out and start warming up (even without being asked). There was a group of eight boys
here and occasionally two girls! They were aged between nine and thirteen and were incredibly friendly.
On the first day when we arrived to teach the boys, Festos, the head coach who was working on trying to
develop and improve the opportunities
available to these boys, just handed them
straight over to us, which was slightly
daunting at first! We had ten faces staring
at us very intently, their English wasn’t
always the best and we had no idea of the
standard of play we were dealing with. We
started off with some basic feeding to
analyse them (it transpired that they were
pretty much all completely different standards) and to find out what we could work
on in the next few weeks.
Despite the exceedingly hot weather and
dry heat, we had very productive sessions
and the boys had great fun. Previously
they had been used to being drilled balls
for the whole two hour session which,
especially for the younger ones, is very monotonous, not particularly challenging and therefore less likely
to improve their tennis. So instead we varied our lessons, bringing in lots of different
drills and games that we use in England
and they thoroughly enjoyed these. In fact,
there was one game called the ‘Go game’
which was a particular favourite and they
couldn’t seem to get enough of it!
The boys seemed so committed to trying to
improve their games and were constantly
asking questions and making sure they
were still doing it right. It really was such
an amazing feeling, especially when my
time with them had come to an end, to see
that all of their games had improved in
some way or another. It was especially
Frankie Snare and smiley faces
gratifying to see the older boys who always
stayed on at the end of each session to play against each other, putting in to practice what we had just taught
them.The final match after my final session was unbelievable to watch. A boy called Abraham, who had
always won his matches before, as he was a very skilled player and knew exactly how to challenge the other
boys in order to win, played against Michael, who was one of the friendliest, happiest and most committed
people I am ever likely to meet, constantly asking if he was doing it right and always eager to learn. During
this final match, it turned out to be Michael who won, and seeing him actually put into practice what we
had taught him over the few weeks we had been there and for it to work in his favour, was brilliant.
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I would have loved to have stayed there
despite it being an extremely basic village
with no running water and having fried
chicken and rice or rice and beans everyday! Compared to the hustle, noise and
smells of Accra, it was such a peaceful,
beautiful little village with so many
friendly Ghanaians and little children in the
street. Also during my time over there, I
spent a week in another very small village
called Oda, where we stayed with a family
who were self sufficient. Here we visited
the orphanage a few times.
There about twenty very young children
from between one year to eight years of age. We taught them Ten Green Bottles and Old MacDonald and in
return they sang and taught us lots of their Ghanaian nursery rhymes, which were slightly harder to sing
along to due to them being in Ghanaian! Also while we were there we spent some time farming, weeding
and carrying firewood back to the house from their plantations on our heads.
We had to go through the village and this turned
out to be very amusing for the local ladies who
were sitting on the side of the street! None of us
girls seemed to have the balance needed to be able
to balance things on our head without holding on
to them with our hands as well, which really
defeats the whole point in carrying them on your
head in the first place!
The family we were living with were self sufficient, so during the day whilst the men were out
farming, the women would spend most of the day
sitting outside preparing and making banku, which
Begro Village scene
is one of their staple foods. This is made from
ground up maize and water. It takes quite a few
days to prepare, as they first have to peel off all the leaves from the maize, then get all the maize off the cob,
grind it with water and then leave it to rest for a few days. It was served to us with some fish, which we
had caught earlier on during the day from the river.

Anyone for tennis?

Living over there for three months and facing many
different experiences and meeting so many different
people, allowed me to have one of the most life-enhancing experiences I am ever likely to have. Despite their
having so little and having none of the everyday luxuries
that we take for granted over here, like running water for
instance, they are all so happy with their lives and
constantly smiling. For me this has to be one of the best
and most eye opening experiences I am ever likely to
come across and I really hope to go back out and continue working with the boys some time in the near future.

Frankie Snare
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Profile: ANDY ARCHER

mind as the rigours of Old Boy rugby hit home,
especially the physical side of the game.

EDUCATION:

At this time a number of the OW’s colts represented
1970-1976: John Milton primary school, Battersea. Surrey at U18 & U21 level. Consequently, myself
and Andy Carter were invited to play for Harlequins
1976-1982: Wandsworth School
U21. We started the season at the Stoop but after a
Represented the school at rugby, football and crick- while both realised it wasn't for us and rejoined the
et excelling in none of the above!
Dubs mid-way through the 1985-86 season. After
two successful years under the leadership of Bob
Andrews when we didn't lose a home game (I think
EMPLOYMENT CAREER:
I'm correct in this fact?), I was elected 1st XV captain (1988-89). Luckily, I inherited a decent team
1982 - Left school to make snooker tables.
1985 - Ass. Schoolkeeper South Thames College from Bob and although the results weren't as good as
his, we still had a good season.
Putney.
1987 - Apprentice type setter (thank god for Mick
LASTING MEMORIES: ON THE FIELD:
Brown and the Old Dub connections)
1991 - Present day, I have been employed in the
publishing world as a Senior Art Editor, working for Running out for
the Surrey Cup
various companies over the years.
final to a touch
line full of Dub
DOMESTIC LIFE:
supporters cheerI live near Epsom Downs with my wife Mandy. We ing the boys on,
are celebrating our tenth wedding anniversary this and of course
summer and have two young boys, Herbie (6) and winning the trophy. Playing for
Will (3).
the OW's in the
Middlesex sevTHE OLD WANDSWORTHIANS:
ens prelims final
My earliest memories of the OW's is sitting in Ian against a young
'slippery' Maclean's car, driving to an away game Martin Offiah of
against Old Epsonians 4ths. We were running real- Rosslyn Park (I
ly late and the game was already under way. I can't can tell you he had a number 7 on his back!).
actually recall the game itself, but I do remember Travelling overnight from a tour in the South of
listening to Bob Champion winning the Grand France with Chris Drummond and Andy Carter to
National on the car's radio. Google says that was play sevens on the hallowed turf of Twickenham the
1981!
next day, thanks to Dick Moody and the club who
arranged everything. Martin Rushmer’s, short arm
A year later, and thanks to Terry Mackie who was putting me in St.Thomas' hospital for two days with
the school 1st XV coach at the time, we were intro- a broken nose (all because I was too quick for
duced to John Totham and Gerry Johnson at a sev- him...only joking Rushie!). The mud at Claygate.
ens competition. Gerry in his thick Welsh accent Jack Saunders, last ditch tackle against Guy's
had the squad sit down and promptly announced Hospital that won us a cup game against all the
that we were all playing for the Old odds. I could go on and on, but these stick out for me
Wandsworthians now. We more or less looked at at the time of writing.
each other and said alright then. Thus starting a
memorable three seasons for not only the Colts
involved, but also the club itself. This culminated in OFF THE FIELD:
1983, when we won the Surrey Cup. In 1984-85,
senior rugby beckoned and I was promptly put into The memorable senior and colts tours and consethe first team at centre. Men against boys springs to quent stories. Twenty Dubs watching England in the
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Five nations at Twickenham and having only three
tickets between us. The great fancy dress parties at the
club. Alan Bone's Buzz Nights in the TV room.
Those terrible curry pasties supplied by Dave 'fingers' O'Leary. The end-of-season dinners and of Buzz
Nights in the TV room. The end-of-season dinners
and of course the friendships that have been made.
My final and favourite memory is of Lenny Reed
passing wind in a Kings Road night club. and managing to attract the attention of two dolly birds who had
there backs to him! What a boy...What a blow-off!!
I played regularly for the 1st XV and then the 2nd XV
until 2006 when I finally decided to hang up my
boots. The 2008-09 season will be my 28th and more
importantly the clubs 80th. I have taken on the
responsibility of coaching the next generation of
OW's with the help of club stalwarts Ian Plummer and
Martin Walpole. Thanks to Mick Gover and our connections with Kings College, The new young breed of
OW's seem happy to carry on the great traditions of
the club. Here's to the next eighty years.

The Wandsworth Demons are an Aussie-rules club
who play at Clapham
Common, we have a sister-club type relationship
with them to see if we
can help each other out
with players, host joint
events etc. Everybody
has been very positive
about the setup and we
hope it can grow.
For more details see the website at
http://wandsworthdemons.com/index.ph

Andy Archer

Rugby Club Results and Table
Last Updated: Nov 15 2008 5:34pm

Results up to and including 18th November 2008
CL London
Wandsworthians
Wandsworthians
Economicals
Wandsworthians
Wandsworthians
Wandsworthians

46 - 3
0 - 35
26 - 29
53 - 12
26 - 19
20 - 25
26 - 0

Wandsworthians
Old Glynonians
Woking
Wandsworthians
Lightwater
Pelhamians
Egham Hollowegians

Surrey 4
Team
Old Radleian
Economicals
London
Old Glynonians
Guildfordians Bisons
Woking
Pelhamians
Wandsworthians
Lightwater
Egham Hollowegians
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3
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2
3
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285
242
269
142
116
98
126
113
82
32

50
109
93
84
128
134
162
207
254
284
20
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